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Simulation Studies of Stratum Corneum Lipid Mixtures

Chinmay Das,† Massimo G. Noro,‡ and Peter D. Olmsted†*
†School of Physics and Astronomy, University of Leeds, United Kingdom; and ‡Unilever R&D, Port Sunlight, Wirral, United Kingdom

ABSTRACT We present atomistic molecular dynamics results for fully hydrated bilayers composed of ceramide NS-24:0, free

fatty acid 24:0 and cholesterol, to address the effect of the different components in the stratum corneum (the outermost layer of

skin) lipid matrix on its structural properties. Bilayers containing ceramide molecules show higher in-plane density and hence

lower rate of passive transport compared to phospholipid bilayers. At physiological temperatures, for all composition ratios

explored, the lipids are in a gel phase with ordered lipid tails. However, the large asymmetry in the lengths of the two tails of

the ceramide molecule leads to a fluidlike environment at the bilayer midplane. The lateral pressure profiles show large local

variations across the bilayer for pure ceramide or any of the two-component mixtures. Close to the skin composition ratio, the

lateral pressure fluctuations are greatly suppressed, the ceramide tails from the two leaflets interdigitate significantly, the depres-

sion in local density at the interleaflet region is lowered, and the bilayers have lowered elastic moduli. This indicates that the

observed composition ratio in the stratum corneum lipid layer is responsible for both the good barrier properties and the stability

of the lipid structure against mechanical stresses.

INTRODUCTION

Stratum corneum (SC), the outer layer of the skin (1),

provides the main barrier against water loss (2) and invasion

by foreign pathogens. During their lifecycle, cells formed in

the basal layer of the epidermis change their shape and

composition. They progressively occupy outer layers of the

epidermis, until they are peeled off from the outer layer.

SC is often viewed as a bricks-and-mortar structure (3)

with corneocytes, the keratin-filled nonviable disklike cells,

arranged like bricks in a lipid mixture forming the mortar

phase (4). The three main components of the SC lipid matrix

are a family of ceramide sphingolipids (CER), cholesterol

(CHOL), and free fatty acid (FFA) (5,6). Selective inhibition

of any one of the ceramide (7), cholesterol (8), or FFA (9) is

known to compromise the barrier function of the skin.

However, how the three components affect the lipid matrix

properties at the molecular level is not known. To our knowl-

edge, there have been only a few previous attempts at atom-

istic modeling of the SC lipid layer. Most notably, Höltje

et al. (10) simulated a two-component mixture of fatty acid

and cholesterol, Pandit and Scott (11) simulated a bilayer

composed of symmetric CER NS 16:0 molecules, and Not-

man et al. (12) used atomistic simulation to investigate the

effect of DMSO molecules on a hydrated bilayer composed

of CER NS 24:0. However, a systematic study of the effects

of the three components is lacking, and this study is specif-

ically concerned with understanding the interplay of the

three components that endow the skin with an almost contra-

dictory combination of pliability and an extremely high

penetration barrier.

There are at least nine different classes of ceramide found

in human SC, with minor modifications in the headgroup

region and the addition of an esterified fatty acid in the

case of Ceramide 1. All the ceramides are conspicuous by

having a large asymmetry in the length of the two tails and

a large polydispersity in the fatty acid tail lengths (13).

Similar polydispersity is also found in the length of the

free fatty acids (14). Realistic representation of such a

complex collection of molecules with atomic details is

beyond current computational capabilities. Instead, we

choose just one representative ceramide, ceramide NS (also

referred to as ceramide 2), with an asymmetric but monodis-

perse tail length. Ceramide NS is the most abundant species

among the ceramide family. Its fatty acid tail is chosen to be

24:0, guided by the relative abundance of the different tail

lengths in human SC (13). Its sphingosine motif is chosen

to have 18 carbons. Similarly, we choose only FFA 24:0

because it is the most abundant free fatty acid found in SC

lipid layer (14). Fig. 1 shows a skeletal representation of

the molecules.

Between the corneocytes, the lipid matrix shows regular

electron density variations, similar to lipid multilayers.

This is not necessarily the only possible arrangement in the

SC lipid matrix. In vitro experiments show the possibility

of asymmetric leaflets (15) and multiple layer thicknesses,

with indications that ceramide 1 connects different bilayers

(16). The lipids are predominantly in a gel phase, possibly

a single continuous gel phase (17) or with fluid regions

(18). In the skin, the corneocytes are arranged in clusters

with the lipid matrix extending through the full depth of

the SC at intervals (19). These regions show a much lower

permeation barrier than the layers between corneocytes

(19) and it is not known whether or not the lipids there are

arranged in a multilayer structure. There is a hydration

gradient across the SC, with the average water content

~30% by weight (20,21). How the water molecules are ar-

ranged in the SC is not completely known.
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With this uncertainty about the arrangement of the lipids

in SC, and with the computational limitations imposed by

detailed atomistic simulations, we study lipid mixtures

arranged in symmetric bilayer structures in excess water. An

atomistic potential is chosen in this study to have a faithful

representation of the lipids involved. In the absence of prior

atomistic simulations, or, experimental results on hydrated

SC lipid bilayers, a coarse-grained description is not appro-

priate for this system. The water is required to stabilize the

bilayer structure, and can be viewed as a replacement for

the layering field imposed by the flat corneocytes. The lateral

arrangement of the components and the properties of such

a hydrated bilayer will probably be representative of the lipid

matrix confined between the corneocytes.

The rest of the article is organized as follows: In Simulation

Details, we outline the force field and protocols used for the

simulations, and define the various properties measured.

Next we provide the results for a wide range of compositions,

concentrating mainly at temperature T ¼ 340 K, which is

much higher than the skin temperature. However, much of

the results were found to remain qualitatively the same even

at the skin temperature x 300 K. We present the results for

the higher temperature because we are more confident of the

equilibration at 340 K than at skin temperature T x 300 K.

Finally, we summarize the main findings and present an

outlook for further studies on SC lipid structures. Some details

about the simulation are provided as Supporting Material.

SIMULATION DETAILS

Force field

The interaction parameters used in the simulation are based

on the united-atom OPLS force field (22) with modifications

for the nonpolar CH2/CH3 groups (23) that accurately repro-

duce experimental quantities for lipid molecules (24). The

polar hydrogens were included explicitly and the partial

charges for the headgroup atoms were selected to conform

to molecules having similar structures and simulated using

the same force field in the literature. The dihedral potentials

in the hydrocarbon tails were described by the Ryckaert-

Bellemans term (25).

The force field used for the ceramide molecules has been

used previously (12). The topologies of the polar part of the

fatty acid and the cholesterol are the same as used in Höltje

et al. (10). The water is modeled with the SPC potential (26).

Simulations

We used extended ensemble molecular dynamics simulation

at constant temperature and pressure (NPT) ensemble with

the GROMACS molecular dynamics package (27–29).

Temperature was controlled by Nosé-Hoover thermostats

coupled separately to the lipid and water molecules with

a time constant of 5 ps. Pressure was controlled by an aniso-

tropic Parrrinello-Rahman barostat with a time constant of

5 ps and compressibility of 4.5" 10#5/bar. The off-diagonal

terms of the compressibility matrix were set to zero to

preserve the orthogonal shape of the simulation box. Stan-

dard periodic boundary conditions were applied in all three

directions. A simple group-based cutoff was used for calcu-

lating electrostatic interaction. The cutoff length was chosen

to be 1.2 nm for both the van der Waals and electrostatic

potentials. Because the lipid molecules considered in this

study do not fully ionize, the dominant electrostatic interac-

tion is the dipole-dipole interaction, with the dipoles made up

of the partial changes separated by fixed bond lengths. This

is quite different from the case of phospholipids, where

a fully ionized phosphate group introduces a large dipole

moment fromwell-separatedN# andPþ charges.As a specific
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FIGURE 1 Skeletal representationof the atomic arrangementsof the ceram-

ide (CER NS 24:0), the free fatty acid (FFA 24:0), and cholesterol (CHOL).

Partial charges used in the simulation are shown in brackets. (Inset) (a)

V-shaped and (b) hairpin arrangements of the two tails of aCERmolecule (35).
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example, the C25 ¼ O26 atoms on the CER molecule (see

Fig. 1) form a dipole from equal charges of magnitude

0.28 e separated by a fixed distance of 0.123 nm. This creates

a dipole moment of 1.65D, which is roughly 15 times smaller

than the dipole moment at the headgroups in DPPC bilayer

(30). Noting that the dipolar interaction falls of as 1/r3 and

that for theDPPCbilayer, the effect of electrostatic interaction

with the periodic images become negligible for system sizes

~1024 lipid molecules (30), we estimate that for the dipole

moments involved in our system, the electrostatic interaction

with the periodic images become negligible for systems

containing ~168 lipids. We have carried out simulations

with pure CER molecules and 2:2:1 composition system

both with group-based cutoff and particle-mesh Ewald

summation for several system sizes. The results are presented

in the Supporting Material accompanying this article, and

these validate the independence of the results presented on

long-range electrostatic interaction and system size. Because

the use of particle-mesh Ewald requires more than twice the

computational cost as compared to using a cutoff, and it has

no effect on the validity of our results, we restrict ourselves

to a group-based cutoff for handling electrostatic interaction

in the simulations presented in the main article. All bond

lengths were constrained using the SHAKE algorithm (29).

The analytic SETTLE algorithm was used to handle the rigid

SPCwater molecules (29).We used a timestep of 2 fs for T%

340 K and 1 fs for high temperature simulations. During the

production run, configurations at intervals of 0.5 ps were

stored for further analysis.

The SC lipid matrix (in mice) shows a pH of ~6 (31). The

ionization state of FFA is known to modify the structure of

CHOL-FFA (C16:0) mixtures (32). For ceramide-cholesterol

mixtures containing palmitic acid (C16:0) and oleic acid

(C18:1), reported values of the pKa lie in the range of 6.2–

7.3 (33). Typically longer-tailed FFA are expected to have

higher pKa; e.g., for hexacosanoic acid (C26:0) in an egg-

phosphatidylcholine bilayer, pKa ~7.4. This suggests that a

fraction of the FFA should ionize at skin pH. However, the

experimental evidence for the effect of pH on SC lipid

mixture is not clear. Surface force and atomic force micros-

copy measurements on SC lipid mixtures containing free

fatty acid seem to show no detectable effect in a wide range

of pH (between 3.0 and 7.0) (34). The apparent insensitivity

of the SC lipid mixture to pH may be because the bilayers

containing long-tail ceramides remain in a dense gel phase

and do not allow much structural freedom to the FFA mole-

cules. With this background, we chose to simulate only

un-ionized FFA—not having free charges allow fast calcula-

tion of the forces with cutoff as alluded before.

Initial structures

In all but one of the six different crystal structures formed

under varying conditions, the sphingosine and the fatty

acid tails of CER NS 24:0 arrange themselves with a large

opening angle V-shaped structure (35). Only low tempera-

ture crystallization from solution leads to a hairpin

arrangement of the tails (inset of Fig. 1). To ensure a hairpin

arrangement of the ceramides, we startwith amultilayer anhy-

dride systemwith the ceramides placed in a slightly expanded

hexagonal lattice with a hairpin structure at 300 K, and relax

the configuration with a 20-ns NPT MD run. A bilayer from

the multilayer was then placed in a larger box and the box

was filled with water. We ran the system for 5 ns with the

ceramide molecules fixed (to hydrate the bilayer properly),

and then for 2 ns with only the terminal methyl group on all

the lipid tails frozen, so that the rest of the molecules reorient

themselves to accommodate the water environment. This

configuration was used as the initial configuration for the

pure CER system. A further 10-ns NPT MD run was used at

each temperature before the production runs.

For mixtures containing CER molecules, we transform the

required number of CER molecules, chosen at random but

maintaining the same composition in the two leaflets, to either

CHOL or FFA. To convert to FFA molecules, we simply

separate the two tails of CER as two separate molecules

and slowly grow the shorter chain derived from the sphingo-

sine motif to the required length. FFA molecules are signifi-

cantly more mobile as compared to CER molecules. Thus,

although in the initial configuration the two FFA molecules

generated from the same CER molecule are next to each

other, they do not introduce any artificial correlation after

the equilibration step. To convert to CHOL, we map certain

atoms of the CER to CHOL. Repeated short NVT MD runs

were performed while keeping the CHOL molecules frozen,

and after each such short run, the atoms of the CHOL were

displaced by a small amount until they reached the equilib-

rium positions on the molecule. The mixtures were

adequately equilibrated, typically by energy minimization

followed by a series of short NVT simulations and finally

with at least 10 ns of an NPTMD run. To find a typical relax-

ation time, we quenched a CER bilayer from 360 K to 300 K

and found that the area/lipid and the bilayer thickness reequi-

librate to 300 K values in ~1-ns timescale. For pure FFA or

CHOL bilayers, we simulated multilayers and placed one

bilayer inwater in the sameway as in the case of CER. Table 1

shows the number of molecules used, as well as the corre-

sponding molar ratios, rounded to closest integer ratios.

Some of the composition ratios explored in this study may

not be achievable in experiments as hydrated bilayers.

However, once prepared, the bilayers are kinetically stable

and allow us to isolate the effects of the different components

by studying the extreme compositions. In the rest of the

article the different compositions are referred to by the corre-

sponding molar ratios.

Measured quantities

In this section we define the different quantities measured

from the simulations. For all composition ratios and

Biophysical Journal 97(7) 1941–1951
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temperatures, we use averages over 10-ns runs. We estimate

the error bars for the measured quantities from the variance

of intermediate averages over 2-ns windows.

We define the bilayer-normal direction to be the z direc-

tion. The orthogonal box shape along with the small system

size ensures that this direction remains the same as the z

direction of the simulation box. All z-dependent quantities

reported are averaged over the lateral direction (x-y plane)

in the entire simulation box.

Structural properties

At the molecular length scale, the water-lipid interface has

a finite width. To assign an unique value to the bilayer thick-

ness 2d, we calculate the density of the water molecules as

a function of z and define the position of the interface

between the lipid and water as the z at which the water

density decays to 1=e of the bulk water density. We use

this criteria, as opposed to the more usual criteria of the

Gibbs dividing surface, because we consider multicompo-

nent lipids in this study and the different components have

significantly different densities at the boundary. Concen-

trating on the approximately exponentially decaying water

density gives a simple and unique method to assign a value

to the bilayer thickness. The average lipid layer density rL is

computed by assuming that all the lipid mass is homoge-

neously distributed between the two lipid-water interfaces.

The local density of the lipid molecules depends on z with

a minimum rL
min between the two leaflets.

The asymmetry in the lengths of the two hydrocarbon tails

of CER can lead to significant interdigitation. We define the

following dimensionless overlap parameter as a quantitative

measure of interdigitation,

rovðzÞ ¼ 4
rtðzÞ " rbðzÞ

½rtðzÞ þ rbðzÞ(
2
; (1)

where rt(z) and rb(z) are the densities at z for the CER from

the top and bottom layers, respectively. Hence rov(z) ¼ 1 if

half of the density at z is from the top layer and the other half

is from the bottom layer CER molecules. If only the top or

bottom layer of CER is at z, rov(z) ¼ 0. Integrating over z,

we define a single length scale lovh
R L

0
rovðzÞdz to compare

the amount of interdigitation for different compositions.

The integration is carried over the whole box, since if no

CER is present, then rov(z) ¼ 0 and there is no contribution

to lov.

The area compressibility kA of the bilayer is related to the

area fluctuation in the NPT ensemble by (36)

kA ¼ kBT
hAi!

A2
"
# hAi

2
; (2)

where kB is the Boltzmann’s constant and T is the tempera-

ture. The angular brackets refer to averages over time.

Tail-order parameter

The orientational (nematic) order of the tails is probed

through an order parameter P2, defined by the largest eigen-

value of the second rank tensor

Qab ¼

#
3

2
buiabuib #

1

2
dab

$
; (3)

where buia is the Cartesian component a of some specific

orientation vector on the lipid molecule i, and the h.i
denotes average over time and the lipid molecules. For fluid

bilayers, P2 is related to the nuclear magnetic resonance

deuterium-order parameter SCD through the relation P2 ¼ #
SCD (37). The eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigen-

value of Q defines the average orientation. Different carbon

atoms along the tail are expected to have a different amount

of ordering. To probe the local ordering, we define a local

orientation P2(n) at carbon atom n on the lipid molecule i

by the vector direction buiaðnÞ between carbon atoms n # 1

and n þ 1.

Local pressure

The anisotropic arrangement of lipid molecules in a bilayer

leads to an anisotropic local pressure profile, and hence local

stress variations. Although macroscopic pressure is a well-

defined quantity in molecular simulations, its microscopic

description is not unique (38). We use the formalism of

(39) to define the local pressure tensor at a given height z as

PðzÞ ¼
1

Vslice

*
X

i s̨lice

mivi5vi #
X

i<j

Fij5rij f
%
z; zi; zj

&
+

:

(4)

TABLE 1 Compositions (as molar ratios) and number

of particles simulated in this study

Number of molecules

CER/CHOL/FFA (molar ratio) nCER nCHOL nFFA

1:0:0 128 0 0

0:1:0 0 128 0

0:0:1 0 0 512

7:1:0 112 16 0

3:1:0 96 32 0

2:1:0 86 42 0

1:1:0 64 64 0

7:0:1 120 0 16

3:0:1 110 0 36

2:0:1 102 0 52

1:0:1 86 0 84

1:1:1 52 50 52

1:2:1 32 64 32

2:1:1 64 32 32

5:5:1 60 60 12

2:2:1 56 56 32

The pure FFA system had 9020 water molecules. For all other compositions,

there were 5250 water molecules.
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Here, vi is the velocity of particle i, Fij is the force on particle

i due to particle j, and rij is the relative position vector of

particle i from particle j. Vslice is the volume of a thin slice

with thickness Dz and h.i denotes an average over time.

The first sum runs over the particles in the slice centered at

z. The function f determines the contribution from the virial

(the second sum) to the current slice. When both particles are

in the current slice, f is unity. If one or both of the particles

are outside the slice (but the shortest distance between the

two particles goes through the slice), f is, respectively,

chosen to be Dz/jzi # zjj and Dz=ð2jzi # zjjÞ. Because

constraints in the simulation (SHAKE algorithm) transfer

some of the kinetic contributions to the constraint potential,

we need to consider both the sums in Eq. 4 explicitly. We

calculate the local pressure profiles by starting with stored

configurations separated by 2 ns and reevolving the configu-

rations for 200 ps.

Of particular interest for lipid bilayers is the difference

between the lateral and the normal pressuredP(z)¼ PLAT(z) #
Pzz(z), where PLATðzÞ ¼

1
2
½PxxðzÞ þ PyyðzÞ(. The surface

tension g of the bilayer is related to dP(z) through

g ¼ #
R d

#d
dPðzÞdz (39). Anisotropic box fluctuations

ensure that the bulk water is isotropic, i.e., the pressure

tensor has equal diagonal components and zero off-diag-

onal components. This in turn leads to a zero average

surface tension for the lipid bilayer. However, locally

dP(z) goes through a number of maxima and minima.

We define a microscopic stress by

eP ¼
1

2d

Z d

#d

dz
'!
ðdPðzÞ # hdPðzÞiÞ

2
"(1

2: (5)

Here, the integration is over the bilayer thickness and the

angular brackets reflect time averages.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Pure ceramide bilayers

Fig. 2 shows snapshots of the CER bilayer at (a) 300 K and at

(b) 360 K. The tails of the CER align along the z direction

FIGURE 2 Snapshots of a CER2 bilayer at (a) 300 K

and (b) 360 K. Although both the leaflets have similar

tail ordering, projection in two dimensions artificially

accentuates order in one leaflet at the cost of showing

less order in the other leaflet. (c) Time trace of two CER

molecules. The perspective for the two molecules is chosen

independently and each time frame has been shifted arbi-

trarily.
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with strong nematic ordering. The terminal methyl groups at

the bilayer midplane show a liquidlike disordered arrange-

ment. With increasing temperature, the disordered region at

the bilayer midplane gradually thickens. The tail order

parameters at 300 K and 360 K are shown later in Fig. 4 a.

The terminal groups (smallest and largest atom indices)

have small ordering. P2 also decreases close to the head-

group (atom indices 16 and 25). The C-C bonds close to

the headgroup orient at an angle to the vertical direction.

Fig. 3 a shows a top view of one leaflet. The figure shows

that the molecules arrange in a zigzag fashion with rows of

molecules having the headgroup arrangement in alternate

(orthogonal) directions. Thus the tail carbon bonds close to

the headgroup point in one of these two orthogonal direc-

tions, reducing the overall average of P2.

In the well-ordered layer immediately beneath the head-

groups, the tails have fairly well-defined hexatic order with

very few defects (Fig. 3 b). Moreover, the orientations of

the planes containing the lipid tails (Fig. 3 c) suggests that

the phase of this ordered layer is intermediate between

crystal and rotator phases (familiar from studies of alkanes

of different lengths (40)). Although the two-dimensional sli-

ces show strong sixfold order, the molecules undergo

relatively fast slithering motion of the tails (Fig. 2 c).

The coupling between the two leaflets is weak, allowing

the two leaflets to oscillate about each other by more than

the interlipid distance in roughly 10 ns. Diffusion of the

center of masses of the molecules in the x-y plane is much

slower because they can only diffuse at the defect sites.

Fig. 4 b shows the density of the CER and water molecules

across the bilayer at 300 K (open symbols) and 360 K (solid

symbols). The CER density shows a peak at water-lipid inter-

face from the close packing of headgroup atoms. There is an

almost constant density shoulder from the dense packing of

the hydrocarbon tail atoms, followed by a dip at the bilayer

midplane, which corresponds to the amorphous inner layer

due to the asymmetric ceramide tails. The arrow indicates

where the water density falls below 1/e of the bulk water

density at 300 K, which is considered to be the lipid-water

interface used to calculate the bilayer thickness.

Fig. 4 c shows the area per lipid and bilayer thickness as a

function of temperature. The area/lipid at 300 K is 0.389 nm2,

which is close to the x-ray result ~0.4 nm2 for CER bilayers

withmolecules in a hairpin arrangement (35).With increasing

temperature, the area/lipid gradually increases, while the

increasingly disordered terminal tail atoms make the thick-

ness decrease. The average density and area compressibility

(Fig. 4 d) both decrease with temperature. Even at 360 K,

the area compressibility is an order-of-magnitude larger

(~4000 dyne/cm) than in most phospholipid fluid bilayers.

The results do not show a sharp transition. Instead, the disor-

dered interleaflet region expands smoothly with temperature.

The long chains involved inCERprobablywill lead to a broad

gradual softening like a waxy material, instead of a sharp

transition. Experimentally, main transition temperatures in

ceramide systems have been found, for multilayer systems,

to be of ~394–420 K (35). One expects a lower temperature

for a single hydrated membrane in solution.

FIGURE 3 (a) Top view of CER molecule headgroup

arrangement on one leaflet at T ¼ 340 K. The molecules

are drawn in thick or thin lines, respectively, depending

on whether the tangent of the angle between the line joining

the end-atoms of the headgroup and the x axis is positive or

negative. (b) Cross section of CER tail groups a few atoms

below the headgroups, showing local hexatic order. (c)

Side view of part of the lipid tails with (orthogonal distance

regression) planes containing the tail atoms indicated by

transparent boxes. The normals to these planes are indi-

cated by solid rods on top of the boxes. In a crystalline

configuration, the alignment of these planes is regular

throughout the sample, while in the rotator phase, there

are no correlations between the planes. In this case, local

correlation between the hydrocarbon planes persists but

allows slow rearrangement because the correlation is not

perfect.
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Mixed stratum corneum (SC) lipid bilayers

For all the composition ratios investigated, the temperature

behavior in the simulated range of temperatures is gradual

and similar to that of CER system. For presentation of the

results in this section, we concentrate on 340 K.

Fig. 5 shows snapshots (a) for pure CER, (b) equimolar

CER-FFA, (c) equimolar CER-CHOL, and (d) 2:2:1 mixture

of CER, CHOL, and FFA. The tails of CER molecules

(Fig. 5 a) retain substantial ordering. Long-chain FFA

molecules (Fig. 5 b) fall in registry with the CER
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FIGURE 4 (a) Tail order parameter of CER atoms as

a function of atom index n (see Fig. 1). (b) Density of

CER atoms (circles), water molecules (triangles) for CER

bilayer at 300 K (solid symbols), and 360 K (open symbols).

The density of headgroup atoms at 300 K is shown with

a solid line. (c) Area/lipid (circles, left y axis) and bilayer

thickness (squares, right y axis) of CER molecules as

a function of temperature. (d) Area compressibility (circles,

left y axis) and average density (squares, right y axis) of

CER bilayers as a function of temperature.

FIGURE 5 Snapshots of (a) pure CER, (b) equimolar

CER-FFA mixture (1:0:1), (c) equimolar CER-CHOL

mixture (1:1:0), and (d) 2:2:1 mixture of CER, CHOL,

and FFA at 340 K. Only part of the water box is shown.

CER, CHOL, and FFA are thick lines, and colored as

blue, orange, and green, respectively. Water molecules

are drawn with thin lines.
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molecules. The slightly longer length of the FFA molecules

is accommodated by partially increasing the tail order in the

CER molecules. The tails in the leaflets arrange in a slightly

tilted orientation with respect to the layer normal. Thus, even

though the amount of ordering is the same on both leaflets,

the particular orientation of Fig. 5 highlights the ordering

in the lower leaflets at the cost of obscuring the order in

the upper leaflets.

The headgroups of the CHOL (Fig. 5 c) mostly stay at the

water-lipid boundary. The shorter length of the CHOL mole-

cules squashes the bilayer, with the central region

comprising primarily CER tails. The ordering in the CER

tails is decreased compared to pure CER bilayers, and the

tails from the two leaflets overlap strongly.

Themolecular arrangements in the ternary systems (Fig. 5d)

are somewhat intermediate to the binary CR2-FA and CR2-

CHOL mixtures. Single chain FFA molecules are more flex-

ible than CER molecules, which induces more FFA atoms

in the midplane disordered phase and thus increases the tail

order of CER molecules to some degree compared to

CER-CHOL mixtures.

To investigate the arrangement of the different compo-

nents further, in Fig. 6 we plot the density of the lipid compo-

nents along the z direction for different compositions. Fig. 6 a

shows the density profile of the CER atoms. Both pure

CER and CER-FFA systems have a high density near the

headgroups, followed by a constant density region due to

the ordered tail atoms and then a region of lower density at

the midplane, which covers almost 2 nm. For CER-CHOL

and three-componentmixtures, the density from the tail atoms

of the CERmolecules remains almost constant throughout the

bilayer. In fact, for CER-CHOLmixtures, there is an increase

in the local CER density at the bilayer midplane due to

increased interdigitation of the molecules from the two

leaflets. The plateau densities in Fig. 6 are fixed by the relative

abundance of the different molecules in the mixtures. Fig. 6 b

shows the density profile of the FFA atoms. For pure FFA and

CER-FFA mixtures, the density profiles are qualitatively

similar to those of pure CER bilayers, except the region of

low density interleaflet space is narrower. In the three-compo-

nent mixtures, the density minimum is replaced by a local

densitymaximumbecause of interleaflet overlaps. The density

profile of the CHOL molecules (Fig. 6 c) does not have the

constant density hydrocarbon regions present for the FFA

and CER molecules. The profile for the pure CHOL bilayer

is not symmetric and the interleaflet density is quite high, signi-

fying significant transfer between the two leaflets. Fig. 6

d shows the total lipid densities. The effect of fatty acid is to

increase the bilayer thickness and reduce the density by a small

amount. CHOL, when present, reduces the bilayer thickness

and increases the density at the tail region.

The overlap of the lipids from the two leaflets (partial

interdigitation) is expected to increase the interleaflet friction

and couple the dynamics of the two leaflets. Fig. 7 a shows

a surface plot of lov, a measure of interdigitation, as a func-

tion of composition. The three-component mixture is charac-

terized by large lov. One of the SC lipids that was not

considered in this study, ceramide 1 (ceramide EOS),

contains an additional long-chain u-hydroxy acid (with

number of carbon atoms >30) linked to the fatty acid tail.

This effectively makes the length of the long tail of ceramide 1

nearly double to that of the other members of the ceramide

family. The presence of ceramide 1 will probably introduce

significantly more interdigitation and interleaflet coupling.
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Fig. 7 b shows the tail order parameter of CER atoms at

340 K for different composition ratios. The presence of

CHOL reduces the nematic order, whereas FFA increases

the order. This differs from phospholipid membranes, where

the planar shape of cholesterol typically increases the

nematic order of the phospholipid tails. When mixed with

the long ceramides, the shorter cholesterol molecules tend

to encourage a thinner membrane by disordering the longer

ceramide tails so that they can fill the space around the

cholesterol. This also accounts for the increased overlap of

the CER tails upon adding cholesterol, as depicted in

Fig. 7 a.

Fig. 7 c shows a surface plot of the area compressibility kA
on a ternary diagram of the three components. The bending

modulus k, calculated from the polymer brush theory (41)

using kA and the bilayer thickness, behaves in a similar

fashion. Close to the skin composition CER/FFA/CHOL ¼
2:2:1, the bilayer becomes softer, with comparatively smaller

kA and k. The absolute magnitude of the elastic constants

remains much higher than in the fluid phase of phospholipid

bilayers.

Fig. 8 shows the difference between the lateral and the

normal pressure dP(z) along the bilayer-normal direction.

Inside the bilayers, pure CER (Fig. 8 a) shows large

FIGURE 7 (a) Estimate of overlap lov of the CER tails

from the two leaflets (Eq. 1) at 340 K. (b) Local tail order

parameter P2(n) as a function of atom index n on a CER

molecule (Fig. 1) for various compositions at 340 K. Error

bars are shown for the pure CER data (circles). (c) Area

compressibility modulus kA of the bilayers at 340 K. (d)

Local stress eP (Eq. 5) in the bilayers associated with the

difference in the lateral and the perpendicular components

of the pressure tensor. The 2:2:1 composition is indicated

with a vertical line.
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variations in dP(z) as a function of z. Similar but less

pronounced variations in dP(z) are observed in phospholipid

membranes. For example, Lindahl and Olle (42) found

a maximum variation of jdP(z)j < 500 bar for a DPPC

bilayer at 323 K, which is five times smaller than in our

case. The addition of CHOL (Fig. 8 b) introduces additional

peaks in dP(z). FFA reduces the peak height marginally

(Fig. 8 c). The three-component mixtures (Fig. 8 d) show

much less pronounced variations in dP(z) than the pure

ceramide or any of the two-component mixtures. A large

dP can be interpreted as a local moment acting on the mole-

cules, making a deviation from the flat interface of bilayer

more likely. The magnitude of dP also can be viewed as

a local stress eP. Fig. 7 d shows a ternary plot of eP defined

through Eq. 5. The vertical line shows the position of compo-

sition 2:2:1, where eP shows a minimum. To gain some

insight into the energy scale, we note that 103 bar ~0.7 kBT

per methyl group, while the trans-gauche energy difference

is ~2 kBT per dihedral bond. Thus, in the absence of prohib-

itive energy barriers, the system can introduce gauche

defects to reduce the local variation of dP.

There has been great interest in the local correlations

between cholesterol and sphingomyelin molecules in the

last several years, which has led to suggestions of condensed

lipid-cholesterol complexes (43) or superlattice structures

(44). Although our simulations are not large enough to reli-

ably study such correlations in mixed SC membranes,

preliminary results suggest that local correlations are present.

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented molecular dynamics simulation results

for various composition ratios of the three main constituent

components of stratum corneum lipid layers, namely,

CER NS 24:0, FFA 24:0 and CHOL. The long asymmetric

tails of the CER molecules form a dense bilayer phase in

water, with considerable interdigitation of the tails from

the two leaflets and strong nematic order. CHOL, being rigid

and smaller in length compared to CER, acts as a molecular

clamp, squashing the bilayer and increasing the in-plane

density. The resulting structure shows large lateral stress

variations, which is relieved by the presence of FFA. The

three-component mixtures are characterized by a higher

density and comparatively smaller area compressibilities

and bending moduli.

The lipids in real skin stratum corneum have large polydis-

persity in tail length and have different headgroups. This

work does not address the effect of polydispersity. We also

study bilayers in excess water, which is quite different

from the limited water environment in the skin. The strong

local pressure fluctuations in the bilayer suggest that the

bilayer may not be the most stable structure and it will be

interesting to simulate the lipids in limited water conditions.

The hydrocarbon densities in the bilayers were found to be

quite large compared to phospholipids. This is probably

responsible for the three orders-of-magnitude smaller perme-

ability of water through stratum corneum as compared to

plasma membranes.
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